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The coastal town of
Progreso, where
Korean immigrants
first arrived in Mexico

SUCCESS STORIES

We catch up with three previous
Society bursary recipients and hear how
the awards helped them in their career

‘JUST FINDING THE SUBJECTS FOR THE PROJECT
! SOME OF WHOM ARE 100 YEARS OLD ! IS TOUGH’
work, some travelling to
Cuba’s sugar plantations. But
with sugar prices
plummeting, they were
instead forced to look for
work in the Cuban henequen
plantations.
During his research, Kim
discovered that the latest
generation of Koreans
descended from those who
arrived in Mexico in 1905 –
most of whom also have
Yucatec Mayan heritage – are
interested in learning about
their Korean heritage.
‘Korean culture has
become really popular; I
think that’s one of the
reasons people now feel
more attached to their
heritage,’ says Kim. ‘It’s
something they feel like they
belong to. Even though they
don’t look Korean, they still
feel attached to their roots.’
Being acutely aware of the
complexities around his own
and others’ national identity,
Kim is careful not to be
overly didactic with his
project. Even the title of the
work, Aenikkaeng – a
phonetic transcription of the
Korean word for henequen,
itself a Spanish word –
contains many of the
contradictions of identity.

‘Doing a photo project on
something that happened
more than 100 years ago is
hard,’ Kim explains. ‘Just
finding the subjects – some of
whom are 100 years old – is
tough. And these are not even
the first-generation migrants.
So in that situation one looks
for alternative ways of telling
a story, and I just went with
my gut feeling. It was sort of
instinctual and, in the end,
looked more poetic.’
The project won first prize
in the ‘people’ category of
this year’s World Press Photo
awards, even though, as Kim
points out, it is not a straight
photojournalistic essay.
But with immigration such
a hot topic – Kim was
completing the project during
Donald Trump’s presidential
campaign – the prestigious
competition notably found
merit in Aenikkaeng.
Kim now faces a new
challenge: with his UK
student visa about to run out,
and with nowhere to call
home, where will he go next?
Back to his roots, it would
seem, as he embarks on a
trip to Korea to stay with
friends. There he aims to take
stock, and consider what his
next project will be.
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From Blood
Sacrifice in Sumba
by James Morgan

JAMES MORGAN

RPS postgraduate bursary, 2009
The bursary helped Kong, where most
of the fish wind
complete my Last
of the Sea Nomads up. It was good to
raise awareness
project, which
looked at changing and encourage
consumers to put
conditions for
itinerant fishermen pressure on
restaurants to
working between
source their fish
Indonesia, the
from places that
Philippines
do not use cyanide
and Malaysia.
fishing.
I explored some
The project
fishing methods
used in the area,
was the most
such as bomb and successful I had
cyanide fishing,
completed so far.
and followed the
Financially, through
catch to the Hong
sales of the story,
Kong markets.
it sorted me out
The project got
and allowed me to
some good
do other projects,
coverage in Hong
such as my story

about harvest
blood sacrifices on
the Indonesian
island of Sumba
(pictured).
Since then
I have done
a few more
environmental
stories, with quite
a lot of support
from WWF.
And I’ve now
made a couple of
documentaries
and a short fiction
film with the BFI –
I was writer and
director. I would
like to do more of
this, and make a
feature for cinema.

